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How Does Representation Work for Writers?
Bonus material

How many genders are present in my work?
How many races/ethnicities?
How many sexualities? 
How many physical and mental disabilities?
How many religious backgrounds?
How many economic classes? 
How many family types?
How many body types?
How many ……………..?

How many identity markers have I included in my work? 
For each identity marker I’ve found in my work, how many of my characters have this
identity marker? 
Have I included any identity markers that belong to multiple characters? (If yes, note
them down.)

The Two Steps of Representation Checklist
 

Representation involves two steps, and each step comes with its own set of questions. Step 1
is about the WHO we are including in our works of fiction. Step 2 pertains to HOW we

include those characters. 
 

Step 1: Who is present in my work?
 

Questions to ask yourself:
 

(Please note that this list is by no means exhaustive. Depending on the work you’re writing, you might
want to add a few identity markers.)

 

Now you know which identity markers you have included in your work, ask yourself the
following questions:
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Have I included any identity markers that belong to only one character? (If yes, note them
down.)

What identity markers do my main characters have? 
Do my main characters have any identity markers in common? 
Which roles do I have for my main characters and which identity markers have I assigned
to which role?

What identity markers do my secondary characters have? 
Do my secondary characters have any identity markers in common? 
Which roles do I have for my secondary characters and which identity markers have I
assigned to which role?

What identity markers do my tertiary characters have? 
Do my tertiary characters have any identity markers in common? 
Which roles do I have for my tertiary characters and which identity markers have I
assigned to which role?

What identity markers do the characters have who are provided space to grow within my
work? 
What is these characters’ growth related to? 

Don’t forget: there’s no need to shoehorn in any representations that don’t make sense for the work
you’re writing. 

Step 2: How are these characters presented within my work?

Now you know who is present within your work, it’s time to determine how well they are
represented. 

 
Questions to ask yourself:
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How have I combined different identity markers?

How have I physically described different identity markers?

Which personalities and traits have I given to characters with which identity marker(s)?

How do I let characters with the same identity markers relate to each other?
How do I let characters with different identity markers relate to each other?

Now take an honest look at your answers.
 

What do you see? Do you notice any patterns? Does anything stand out? Are there any
stereotypes you might be perpetuating? To make sure, go online, ask your friends, visit your

local library and do your research.
 

Don’t forget to write down what you’re doing well as you take note of anything you could
improve on!

Check out representationmatters.art for more resources.


